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They say that a week is a long

time in politics, but you could

also argue that a month is a long

time in the Cab Trade. On our

front page last month, John

Mason (Director Of Taxis &

Private Hire) announced that he

had suspended all new 

applications for Satellite Offices

within the Capital until a full

review had taken place. 
Since the article was published, I was

contacted by various parties informing

me that this was not good enough and

he must do more for the Licensed Taxi

Trade, with a feeling that he was bending

over backwards for the minicab fraternity.

You will see in the Badge an article from

one of the Private Hire magazines, and

see that the same arguement is being

levelled at him from the Private Hire

Trade as well. Wearing two hats comes

at a price, and it will be interesting to see

the outcome of the Taxi / Private Hire

consultation we will be having in August.

Many drivers over the years have

argued with me that why should they join

any drivers association, or union, as they

either "dont do politics" or argue that if

"you are doing it...why should I join?"

both comments I disagree with. With the

Government now telling us that the 

retirement age is set to rise, and we

should all be looking to work later on in

life what better reason for drivers to join

an orginisation to make sure that both

the Trade has a future, and more 

importantly YOU have a future.! for the

years to come. To be honest the cost of

joining the LCDC is just 10p a day, you

can not get any better value for your

money anywhere else.

You will read in this month’s Badge the

story of one of our members who had run

up a bill of nearly £2,000 in cab rental

whilst his taxi was in a garage being

repaired. The Club took up the case and

he has now recieved a cheque for his

cab rental. This just shows that being a

member of the Club means that you are

"one of us" and as we are all working cab

drivers, what happens to you this week

could happen to anyone of us next week.

So do yourself a favour join the LCDC

and be a name not a number.

The rickshaw bill will soon be upon us

and as I have stated before we are

against them being licensed in any

guise. What’s next, drug dealers being

licensed? There are already laws in

place for the authorities to take action

now, so we suggest that they get on

enforcing them. As you will see from

the front page. The PCO will be no

more and will this be a defining

moment for the License Cab Trade in

London?

Mason caught in crossfire
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Private hire uproar as John Mason
“buckles under taxi pressure”
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DO YOU want to apply for a new

private hire operating centre

licence? Well tough, TfL says you

can’t. Transport for London (TfL)

has been inundated with

complaints from the taxi trade

about the success of ‘satellite’

offices in West End clubs and

up-market restaurants and has

badgered the licensing authority

into suspending the processing

of operator applications.
In a recent TFL Notice, director of taxi

and private hire John Mason, said:

“Following extensive and productive

discussions with the LTDA, LCDC and

Unite and through discussions with

representatives of the private hire trade,

I have instructed that no further

applications for private hire operating

centres within venues will be processed

until the situation has been completely

reviewed and all consultation has been

concluded.”

Mason added: “TfL is well aware of

the concerns of taxi drivers and the

demonstrations held (over private hire

satellite offices)” but also concedes,

“The establishment of these offices at

venues are allowed through the general

requirements of the original 1998

Private Hire Act”.

So there you have it. Private hire oper-

ators are doing nothing wrong but TfL

appears to be bowing to demands by

the London hackney trade to takedis-

criminatory action against popular

licensed private hire operators.

Even the title of the TfL Notice 15/10

“Taxi trade concerns” gives the impres-

sion that London’s hackney trade is the

tail that is wagging the licence authority

dog.

Yet the taxi drivers are the only group

who are against the licensing of private

hire booking offices in venues. 

Operators and drivers like IMPARTIAL

TfL? QUOTES FROM NOTICE 15 / 10

the increase in work and takings, the

clubs and restaurants know their cus-

tomers get home safely and the black

cabs.....well, the black cabs are losing

lots of money.

And that is the real reason why the

taxi trade is up in arms and grinding

Central London once again (see page

4) to a halt.

As we all know, if London’s hackney

industry doesn’t like something, it brings

the capital to a standstill and promptly

gets what it wants.

Taxi drivers didn’t like the licensed

private hire office in Leicester Square

and the waiting area, sanctioned and

approved by Westminster Council in

nearby Whitcomb Street and caused

traffic chaos in a protest demo around

Trafalgar Square in

February 2009.

And the result? Well, private hire driv-

ers can no longer wait on Whitcomb

Street and the private hire office in

Leicester Square has long since gone.

London’s taxi drivers have a long histo-

ry of throwing their

toys out of the pram and getting

exactly what it wants (see panel

opposite). And with Boris Johnson

replacing Ken Livingstone as mayor

and John Mason the new taxi and 

private hire boss, the capital’s taxi trade

feel that this is the time to roll-back

what they perceive as years of

appeasement to the licensed private

hire trade.

The 1998 Licensing Act, Congestion

Charge and red route exemption, 

vehicle signage and venue private hire

offices were all opposed by the hackney

industry but common sense and 

customer safety prevailed and all

became official Transport for London

policy.
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False accusations, same old call sign
In the July addition of Dial a

Cab's in house magazine I

was falsely accused  along

with another former member

of DAC of being the authors

of the NISSEN HUT TAXI

BLOG. Although Mr. Fisher

did not have the balls to name

us outright he gave enough

information to make it clear

who exactly he meant!
Unfortunately for Mr. Fisher he

has made a huge error of judge-

ment as this allegation simply is

not true. However this is not the

first time both Mr. Gillam and

myself have been the victum of Mr.

Fishers blatant lies and false accu-

sations.

Mr. Fisher was indeed correct to

point out that Mr. Gillam and myself

were indeed responsible for DAC

being investigated by the FSA. An

investigation that took TEN

WEEKS to complete. For Mr.

Fisher to imply that they found

nothing untoward is absolute 

nonsense. If this was indeed the

case then how was it that was I

was allowed to remain a member

of DAC for another 4 years, after

initiating an investigation which Mr.

Fisher correctly states cost DAC a

substantial amount of money. Had

the FSA found everything in order

DAC would have been well within

their rights to expel me for bringing

the Society into Disrepute.

Mr. Fisher also alluded to fact

that Mr.Gillam was expelled from

DAC, not surprisingly he does not

mention the fact that this was

done ILLEGALLY. After a protract-

ed court case once again costing

members of DAC huge amount of

money, Mr. Gillam won his case

and DAC was forced to pay 

compensation.

Finally returning to the subject of

the Nissen Hut, was Mr. Fisher

being plain stupid or was this yet

another feeble attempt to distract

attention away from the fact under

the present management the

future of DAC appears to be in

permanent decline.

-Darryl Cox

More lies and inuendos... but this
time from the chairman of Dial-a-Cab

In the July edition of "Callsign"

magazine, Chairman Brian Rice

replying to a members letter

alluded to a meeting that took

place at the PCO to discuss the

Mayors Air Quality Strategy.

One of the major points of discus-

sion was at what age a taxi should

be scrapped.?

Mr Rice pointed out that two of the

trades representatives present both

owned taxis over twelve years old.

Although not quite accurate as

usual, he was referring to both

myself and Steve  Mcnamara of the

LTDA  and suggested that they

should NOT even be at the meeting

as we would have a vested interest

in allowing taxis of all ages to ply

for hire.

What gall coming from a man that

openly boasts that he has not had

to drive a licensed taxi for over 15

years, and how can he possibly still

hold a licence?

So how does Mr Rice in fact hold

a taxi licence, which under the rules

registered with the FSA enables

him to be a member of Dial A Cab,

the Society which he is Chairman

off ?

Mr Rice, in the reply then goes on

to say that as the meeting pro-

gressed a  " Club " representative

obviously meaning myself became

animated and threatened to block

roads in London.

This is a complete lie and the

many people present at this meet-

ing can contest to such.

I find it rather ironic that the last

two demonstrations organised to

block the roads in London were in

fact supported on the screens of

Dial A Cab drivers, and had nothing

whatsoever to do with the London

Cab Drivers Club.

Even more remarkable is the fact

that Mr Rice states that at the

meeting the Director of Taxi( Mr

John Mason ) asked him why he

was so quiet?. nothing could be fur-

ther from the truth as the facts of

the matter was that myself and Mr

Rice had a rather heated exchange

of views on radio circuits working

with the private hire and this lead to

Mr Mason of the PCO stepping in

to calm the situation down.

I also noted that Mr Rice did not

bother to mention in his reply that

at the same meeting he agreed

with

TFL in fining taxi drivers £50 if

they forgot the certificate for their

taxi metres when presenting the

taxi for overhaul. He went on to

comment that when he goes on

holiday, he would not be able to fly

if he forgot his passport.! I bet quite

a few drivers on Dial A Cab would

love to afford a holiday this year.

The days of Dial A Cab discredit-

ing Individuals through their maga-

zine Callsign are long gone. And

writing such rubbish and bias drivel

will only lead to them discrediting 

further what was once one of the

greatest Institutions of the Taxi

Trade.

I respectfully suggest to Mr Rice

that he should start doing the job

he is well paid to do, which is to

look after the welfare of his mem-

bers, after all he works for them not

the other way round.

- Grant Davis
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Image and dirt
Nobody, including nations, notice

their own dirt and the cab trade is no

exception. With a significant number

of cabs and drivers traversing the

capital doing a good job of convert-

ing our dwindling clientele over to

private hire; time is well overdue for

some self-criticism.  Even the AL

boss has warned it's time to get our

act together.  Of course PH are not

going to admit it, even if it has

dawned on them; that without the

regulated fares of a buoyant cab

trade PH fares would go into free-

fall.
With no longer a dominant vehicle shape

(for years we all screamed for choice) on

the road we need to focus on image, as AL

have done so successfully.  It really is

pathetic to see taxi drivers going around in

silver Merc's pretending they are not a cab-

bie.

Your cab is primarily a work tool and we

would do well to adhere to the Manchester

Example of all black; private hire in

Manchester must be silver or white.  Thats

the law. Sadly the taxi trade's power bro-

kers, circuits, associations and manufactur-

ers have failed to give the trade and its well

meaning drivers the lead they so desper-

ately require.  This vehicle differentiation is

important for the taxi trade (June issue The

Badge), PH, and London's public so that

they are in no doubt as to which service

they are paying for.  AL are unlikely to want

to change (as they renew the fleet) over to

the Manchester Example but then again

with PH setting higher and higher standards

they might just want to be as far removed

as possible from anything to do with 

us - and stop being wannabes. 

Another own-goal is the rear window 

stickers that some bright spark got passed,

so we can look even more tacky than pri-

vate hire.  When will we learn?  For what

we get paid for liveries it just isn't worth the

time lost hanging around the sticker co's.

Worse still, so few of the ad campaigns

nowadays look good on a cab.  What's

happened to all those creative duckies in

Soho, you would think ads-on-cabs are

wide open to innovation.

Every day PH plan how to gain another

percentage point over us by improving

service standards, we are left to our own

devices and regulation to force the public

into the back of our cab.  It will never work.

When I once mentioned at a committee if

the taxi trade (especially out in the Wild

West) has ever sat down and discussed

what we can do for the customer to make

us a more attractive service: there was a

deadly silence.  Are you awake LTI or still in

denial about the Merc, how about air-con

as standard for the customer?  Two years

of growing Merc sales and still you haven't

added a few simple mods to the TX4 -

discs on the rear wheels, air bag?  

A good suggestion from a fleet proprietor

is to trial a few Mercs with just four large

luxury seats and tinted windows.  There

would be a need to display a 'four seater'

sign and improved blue 'hired' lights in the

front and rear window because the public

would not see the onboard passengers.

Another way to encourage investment by

the driver is for the meter on new cabs to

add 20p per journey for the first twelve

months in service.  This would encourage

new sales without distorting the market or

upsetting the customer.  There are many

ways we can attack the private hire tsuna-

mi, some lateral thinking is required but per-

haps The Knowledge programme destroys

that sort of mindset.

One last thought; a planned expansion of

the taxi fleet across the capital and suburbs.

A  thousand extra taxis per annum (just 20

per week) would really scare the pants off

PH and is our only hope of survival.  Most

drivers agree that we peak on The

Knowledge at the end of 28's so at this

point a driving test and nighttime licence

could be issued; 21's would then be used

to teach customer service skills and a more

comprehensive knowledge of the suburbs.

Those, LTDA in particular, that thought that

the way to protect drivers' earnings was to

put the trade into recession and not supply

a 24hr. London with what it needs were cat-

astrophically wrong.  When will we realise

its all over, when there's 100k PH and 20k

taxis?  That doesn't look far away.  But in

the end blinkered elitism will finish us off. 

Yours truly, 7th Estate

ON the 1st July at a compliance

meeting with the PCO, it was

announced that a new website 

www.LTPH.Enforcement@tfl.gov.

uk ,to help combat the abuse 

taking place every day and night

throughout LONDON . 
Drivers will be able to send any 

pictures and relevant information to the

above website that illustrates that the

abuse by touts and clipboard johnnies.

There has also been a change of name

regarding the name of the tout squad,

TOCU, this will in future be known as

STC. In the last 4 weeks were have

been informed that there have been 80

touts arrested and 3 clipboard

Johnnies, cautioned and charged. 

Finally a new taxi driver renewal 

system has been put in place. You will

receive your licence reminder 10

weeks before it expires, this is to be

sent back to the PCO by post, and this

will be sent back to you 14 days before

your licence expires.

- Danny Sullivan

LCDC Committee member

New enforcement website 
introduced by the P.C.O.

London’s ONLY independent taxi
trade organisation

Don’t delay... join today!
020 7394 5553



During the past six months, the

LCDC has been making written

enquiries aimed at finding out

who is in charge of the Heathrow

taxi marshals. In February HALT

claimed to be in charge of them,

but then in April Unite the union

claimed to have taken over from

HALT. 
In June the situation changed yet

again when BAA issued a draft docu-

ment stating that under a new set of

rules, responsibility for marshals had

been placed in the hands of NSL man-

ager Jenny Croft. (NSL is the firm that

manages the feeder park and Taxi

System). Victoria Sutton of BAA has e-

mailed the LCDC a draft copy of new

rules for taxi marshals and the docu-

ment is entitled Heathrow Taxi

Marshals Service Level Agreement

March 2010. BAA goes on to claim that

Heathrow Police have approved the

content of the new document ; but

enquiries to made to Heathrow Police

Station by the LCDC clearly show that

the Police are unable to confirm BAA's

claim.

As usual, too many Heathrow drivers

are being permitted to by-pass the two

feeder parks . One of the most accom-

plished feeder park dodgers is a high

profile trade rep who specialises in

using his credentials to circumnavigate

the rules that he hypocritically expects

ordinary drivers to follow. One day

recently, this cunning rep was spotted

in town without a passenger in his cab

at 2pm and he was followed from

Warwick road, Earls Court along the

M4 and back to the airport where he

duly parked his cab on the fence. He

didn't book into the feeder park Cab-In

and this was noted by the driver who

had been keeping the rep 'under sur-

veillance'. After an initial refusal by NSL

staff, the log book in the Cab-In was

eventually produced for inspection and

it showed that the rep had booked into

the Taxi System at 1pm and wasn't due

to be allocated a terminal until at least

3pm. So what was the rep doing in his

a cab at 2pm in Earls Court ? It's more

than a fair bet that he was on his way

back from doing a job that he'd fitted in

with his two hour stint on the fence.

The latter incident isn't just a one-off ;

there seems to be a covert but highly

organised scheme at Heathrow that

offers work to some of the trade reps

when according to the Cab-In log book

they are supposedly parked 'on the

fence'. They wouldn't have the cheek to

claim stand down pay as well would

they ? 

Under test conditions it can be

observed that NSL staff in the Cab-In

have at least three different procedures

they apply to drivers who by-pass the

feeder parks. The first procedure con-

sists of NSL giving a driver a group

number to wait for until he is

despatched to a terminal. The second

procedure consists of NSL giving a

driver a specific time to wait before he

is despatched to a terminal. The third

procedure is applied by NSL to drivers

who go absent for anything between

eight and twenty-four hours from the

airport. Under this latter procedure,

when the absentee eventually reports

back to the Cab-In, he is immediately

despatched to a terminal on the basis

that the System owes him 'a ride' that

he declined to take for whatever rea-

son when he was last there. All three

procedures are unwritten and open to

abuse, but neither BAA nor NSL

appear to be interested in having a set

of rules that can be inspected by all

Heathrow drivers. At the last meeting

the LCDC attended with BAA, the point

was driven home that too many drivers,

for one reason or another, are by-pass-

ing the feeder-parks. BAA's immediate

reaction was to claim that the LCDC

was spoiling the meeting and asking

too many questions ! ! 

HALT members remain HALT mem-

bers and their personal details can't be

automatically transferred to the compa-

ny known as HALTS, which was set up

to further the private interests of Colin

Evans & Co. It's been pointed out by

scrutineers of the HALT cooperative's

last set of annual accounts, that a

HALT executive's wife was paid £3,400

for clerical duties she performed on

behalf of HALT. Two important points

need to be made about this money and

the first point is that the lady in ques-

tion can't possibly be the wife of an

elected HALT executive. Although her

other half may have become a director

of HALTS the new private company, he

is not and never was a HALT execu-

tive. Secondly, the payment of £3,400

for her services, did not result from a

binding financial agreement that was

approved by the HALT membership as

required by the cooperative's rules. 

Once again, Heathrow drivers need to

be reminded that the original HALT

cooperative has not been dissolved

under the supervision of the Financial

Services Authority (FSA) and can't be

dissolved without adherence to specific

legal procedures laid down by the

Industrial and Provident Societies Act

1965. The FSA, assesses Heathrow's

HALT cooperative as being a small

insignificant society that's ripe for dis-

solution. But complaints involving

breaches of HALT's rules will not result

in a prosecution by the FSA. When

HALT executives make grand state-

ments about liaising with the FSA to

find a solution to HALT's constitutional

problems, it's a load of bullshit aimed

at giving the impression that Colin

Evans & Co are capable of high level

discussions with the FSA. In reality, the

FSA isn't interested in complaints made

against the Mickey Mouse cooperative

and HALT remains somewhere near

the bottom of the list of organisations

that the FSA intends to straighten out.

Last year I attended an unproductive

meeting at the FSA to discuss HALT

and the proceedings can best be sum-

marised by saying that the antics of

Colin Evans & Co. will continue to be

monitored by the FSA, but only by cler-

ical grade staff or post room trainees.

That is about as much attention as

HALT is going to get from the FSA. 

There have been many complaints

about a deskman who regularly by-

passes the two feeder parks and does

three or four jobs per day on top of his

deskman's duties. Deskman X receives

a wage of £350 per week and that

money comes from the gate money

paid by all drivers. Deskman X is work-

ing for HALTS and not HALT, but ques-

tions as to why deskman X is allowed

to by-pass the feeder-parks are being

avoided by both BAA and NSL Cab-In

staff. 

When BAA was confronted with

questions over deskman X's comings

and goings , BAA reacted with its

standard response of asking for a

statement of dates, times etc. Colin

Evans of HALT and HALTS has even

gone so far as to claim that deskman

X is a taxi marshal and is therefore

entitled to enjoy the privileges that

BAA grants to marshals. Heathrow

drivers are convinced that deskman X

is abusing the Taxi System rules and

his case is yet another case of NSL

management in the feeder park Cab-

In having unfettered discretion from

BAA to show favour to certain trade

reps, taxi marshals and deskmen

employed by HALTS. 
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Airport matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP
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London taxi war disabled 
outing to Worthing

On Tuesday 15th June 2010 The

London Taxi Benevolent Association

for War Disabled held their 62nd out-

ing to Worthing.
The taxis began to arrive at South

Holmwood, the veterans and drivers mak-

ing their way into the village hall where the

local residents were as always very helpful

in supplying tea, coffee and sandwiches,

cadets from The Habershers School assist-

ed the veterans that needed help, Colonel

Stuart Tootal D.S.O. OBE attended the

gathering in the village and spoke to many

of the veterans.

At approximately 10-45 am the 118 taxis

began to leave South Holmwood for the

journey with all the residents waving and

cheering as the taxis with their well fed and

watered passengers made their way along

the A24 to Worthing.

Arriving at the Civic Centre the cadets

helped the veterans into the reception hall

which soon filled with the 440 guests that

had come to Worthing for the day. 

The Mayoress,  Ann Sayers welcomed

everyone to Worthing and hoped that they

would have a pleasant day.

During lunch the guests where enter-

tained by Mr. Iain Flitcroft playing old

favorites on  the Worthing Wurlitzer with

thanks to Mr Jim Buckland of The Sussex

Organ Trust.   

The  Master of Ceremonies Mr. Melvyn

Zeff announced the Guest of Honour

Colonel Stuart Tootal DSO OBE who gave

a very interesting speech which was greatly

appreciated by the veterans.

The Chairman of The London Taxi

Benevolent Association for War Disabled

Mr. Richard Hudd then made a speech in

which he said it was 70 years since the

evacuation from Dunkirk and how much we

owed to the civilians who went over to

France in their small craft to bring back the

troops who were stranded on the beaches,

and we must not forget the Royal Navy in

this operation,  also the 70th anniversary of

The Battle of Britain, and also remember

the crews of Bomber Command who lost

over 55,000 airmen, he then went on to say

that during the war any of the pilots that

were in London were always able to get a

taxi back to Biggin Hill, and the London Taxi

Drivers built up a good relationship with

them and later presented a steering wheel

on a wooden plaque from a taxi which as

far as we know is still at Biggin Hill, The

Chairman then thanked Audrey Sherry for

the donation for the fuel for the drivers, and

thanked the drivers for giving up their time

as without them this outing would not go

ahead.

Following the speeches it was time for a

walk down to the seafront where the veter-

ans and the drivers enjoyed the sea air,

when it was time to head back to the

assembly rooms some of the drivers provid-

ed a shuttle service with their taxis which

was appreciated by the veterans.

The President Mr. Harry Joel MBE said  it

had been a fabulous day and a wonderful

meal after 62 years I never thought I would

be standing here to see this all taking place

I would like to thank the two ladies from

South Holmwood for all their help over the

years, Jerry Cooper and myself are two of

the original drivers of the charity God Bless

You All May You Be attending For Many

More Years, thanks to the Committee for all

their hard work with special thanks to The

Secretary Mr Paul Davis who has the most

demanding job of all.       

In the assembly rooms tea, cakes and ice

cream were served which was followed by

the entertainment which was provided by

KAS who attends our outing everyear and

during the entertainment presented the

charity with a large donation which we are

very grateful, last year we were pleased to

have The Jive Aces in their yellow suits

entertain us and so we invited them back

again and as last year their performance

was greatly appreciated by everybody.

All to soon it was time to leave Worthing,

the cabs taking the veterans back to South

Holmwood where more food an drink was

available. 

The President, Chairman, Officers and

Committee would like to thank you the driv-

ers it has been said before but without you

giving up your time this outing and many

others like it could not take place, also  the

villagers of South Holmwood for all their

hard work, Tand J services for assisting with

the breakdowns, The St. Johns Ambulance

Service, and all the drivers at City Airport,

Heathrow, and Paddington who donated

money in the collection buckets for the

Worthing outing.                          

Last year I had the pleasure of attending

this year’s outing to Worthing. My 

passenger, same as last year, Mr. Nipper

had a fantastic day and it really is a 

humbling experience to see so many of

these very brave individuals who made the

ultimate sacrific so that we could live in

today’s free democratic society.

- Grant Davis
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LCDC gets member his 
£1,900 cab rental refunded

When member Gary Aldridge

came into the office and

explained his predicament with

his garage to me, to say I was

concerned was an understate-

ment. He had taken his taxi to

be repaired at a well known

garage and was alarmed at the

length of time being taken for

the repairs as well as the quality

of work being undertaken ( and

this being a LTI warranty

approved garage)
In all, the taxi was sitting in the

garage for some 9 weeks, and as they

informed him that they did not supply

any loan cabs, he had run up a bill of

nearly £2,000 in cab rentals on top of

his taxi repayments. With a young fami-

ly, and the terrible state of work out

there this had left him in a very precari-

ous finnancial situation. I immediately

contacted his garage and asked for all

the details of our members problems

with times and dates. I recieved a reply

putting the blame at the door of LTI

and the delays with parts as well as

time waiting for personal from LTI to

give them the go ahead to undertake

work on the vehicle. I then met with Mr

Rob Laidler from LTI at Mann &

Overtons and informed him of our

members plight, and he was most con-

cerned. He asked me for all the paper-

work regarding our members situation

and gave me his word that he would

"look into it ". He recieved the paper-

work on a Monday, and by Thursday

our member had recieved a cheque

for the full amount. To me, this just

highlights the very reason why drivers

should be looking to join the LCDC,

not only for the legal protection,or the

representation, but shows that we put

the needs of the working cab drivers

first.

Chairman Grant Davis with member Gary Aldridge



For sometime know the ranks com-

mittee have been busy trying to get

some of our not so busy ranks to

be turned into rest ranks. So in the

coming months you will start to

see this coming in with a maximum

stay of 1hr waiting allowed so you

can go about your business. 
The first rank's to be converted will be

the 1st portion of the 5 cab rank at the

Aldwych the 1 cab rank at the bottom of

Great Portland St,3 cab rank at

Grosvenor St,4 cab rank at Matthew

Parker St,2 cab rank at Arundel St,6 at

Hyde Park St, 4 at Lancaster Gate, 3 in

Great Russell Stand and the 12 cab rank

in the middle of Marleybone Rd. what we

have done is made sure these ranks

stay in use for us as the team involved

with the TFL bikes scheme have been

surveying our ranks and finding which

ones are not being used and are making

plays for some of our rank space so they

can put in new cycle bays. 

So I hope drivers don't abuse the 1

hour stay as we all need to stop and

get something to eat or go a toilet.

Also you will be safe to stop with out

drivers moaning at you for parking on

a working rank and also safe from

certain cameras that are ready to

fleece us of our hard earned cash . 
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Rest ranks

Alan’s Angle

At the end of July we will see

the closure of the lane going

west in goodsway and the

east lane will be reversed to

allow us still to go left off

York way down to the ranks

at kings x and st Pancras. 
The reason for the lane being

taken away is so that the gas

work site can be regenerated into

flats and industial units. The clo-

sure will be from 29th July to

roughly November 2011 and one

of the main worries for us would

be were to site the feeder rank as

there will not be enough room on

Goodsway so Camley St might

become the only place viable

place for a feeder rank for Kings

x. I hope drivers will pay attention

to the new changes as and when

they come in. 

A word of warning to all drivers

who are parking up in Regency

St to either grab a cup of tea or

use the toilet facility. 

Will you please not park behind

the 3 taxi rest bays heading

towards Page St as the camera that

is situated on the corner of Page St

and Regency ST is raking it in from

us . And also whist I'm talking about

PCN'S will drivers try to refrain from

jumping the lights at Temple Pl and

Victoria Embankment as the inno-

cent looking camera that people

may think does not work is in good

health and issuing it's fair share of

tickets to unsuspecting drivers with

a fixed penalty and 3 points to go

on your license. So please refrain

from making a run at these lights

once they go amber as a PCN will

probaly be the outcome of you tak-

ing the risk . 

Goodsway closure Regency Street PCNs

In the last 2 issues of the Badge I

have been writing about the goings

on at the Park Plaza Westminster.

First I asked for a rank to be sited

on the forecourt only to be told by

the hotel manager that no rank was

allowed to be sited on there fore-

court. 
Then the PCO asked them to change the

TAXI hailing lights as they were not the

ones that were on the plans. And know

after reading a blog site were someone

has wrote that the doorman as said " he

doesn't mind if we rank up unoffically " .

Now i'm getting really confused as one 

of our commitee men was told in no 

uncertain terms that he was not allowed to

take one of there guests who asked him to

take him Heathrow after dropping one of

THERE customers off. The lady then

stood in front of the cab preventing him

from leaving whilst she took his number

down. All the cream work is going into PH

so don't moan if you do park up and get a

pony job ! 

Park plaza

Left - Right - Alan McGrady, Robin Gillis, Richard Massett, John Mason, 

Martin Low and Jim Kelly
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The thing is Bozzer, we need to

have a chat. It's OK to call you

Bozzer, isn't it Mr Mayor? After all,

this is an informal chat. You see, I

want to chat about how a bunch of

men, very intelligent yet devoid of

an ounce of common sense

between them, have left you with

the responsibility of the dog's

breakfast they have made of

Private Hire licensing. I know they

must be intelligent because they

drafted the PH legislation. However,

I also know they had no common-

sense because they did so without

consulting the taxi trade and thus

had no conception of how weak

this legislation would be nor how it

would shift the dynamics between

the two trades.
Satellite offices, this is the biggie Boz.

Have you any conception of what you

have allowed to happen here? The PCO

(or whatever name you care to give it

these days) is riding roughshod over the

law to bend over backwards to help pri-

vate hire vehicles (PHVs) to behave like

pseudo - taxis. First they allow these

offices in the first place, knowing full well

they cannot enforce the rules on them.

So, instead of waiting passively inside

premises for customers to approach them,

they become pro-active. They stand out-

side with a high-vis jacket and approach

potential customers. Boz mate, the PCO

may well like to disregard the law but this

is still touting and it is still illegal. Even

should the PCO get off their backsides,

the satellite office tout will claim that they

are merely escorting the customer to the

PHV they booked inside the venue. This

will shock you Bozzer but sometimes they

tell porkies. I know, I know, it's  shocking.

Meanwhile outside, the PHVs are lining

up waiting for work. Not only is this con-

trary to hackney carriage law that says

they cannot make themselves available

for immediate hire or form what clearly

constitutes an illegal rank, they also con-

travene  road and parking laws. Not only

that but the car with the bomb outside

Tiger Tiger would have stuck out like the

wotsits on a bulldog but for the illegally

parked rank of PHVs that were outside at

the time. Where are the enforcement offi-

cers while all this goes on? Watching TV

or tucked in bed, that's where. All this

goes on at night and enforcement officers

work nine until five.

Nor does it stop there Bozzer. Its becom-

ing dangerous to be out there now.

Potential customers are badgered and

bullied into PHVs, while taxi drivers are

verbally and physically abused for trying to

do the job they are licensed for. There are

untold tales of taxi drivers being spat on

for trying to legitimately pick up customers

from outside venues where, as a result of

a satellite office, think that this is rightfully

PHV work that taxis are stealing. As a

result, they are reacting to what they per-

ceive as theft with threat and violence

against taxi drivers and their vehicles.

Many taxi drivers will not pick up at such

venues for fear of such retribution. In

many cases this turns into violence. In the

case of one particular PH operation, taxi

drivers have received death threats and

have been told that a group of PHV driv-

ers will hire a taxi from a station rank, get

him to drive them somewhere quiet,

where they will proceed to hospitalise him.

I cannot believe you intend this situation

Boz and we taxi drivers should not have

to deal with it. I'll give you one specific

example where spitting, verbal abuse,

actual violence and damage to taxis have

taken place regularly - Shoreditch House.

This happens because taxi drivers have

the effrontery to try and use the rank out-

side this venue and carry on their legiti-

mate business. We taxi drivers should not

have to put up with this and we will not for

much longer. The principal shareholder of

the leisure group that owns Shoreditch

House is one of the richest men in the

country, Richard Carings. He also owns

such up-market establishments such as

the Ivy and Caprice restaurants, along

with nightspots such as Annabel's.

The day is coming when all trade organi-

sations will be advising their members not

to risk picking up from Shoreditch House

and not to drop off there either. Rather, to

drop passengers at Shoreditch High St

and explain that they dare not risk going

to the door for fear of violence from the

private hire mob. I would imagine Soho

House CEO Nick Jones and  Richard

Carings are going to be well impressed

with yourself Bozzer.

Especially if the UTG get their act

together, employ a press officer and send

details of what's happening to the London

Evening Standard and other newspapers.

I can just see the headline - "cab wars". It

really is getting to that stage Boz, where

either you do something to safeguard us

from violence or we withdraw our services

from venues with satellite offices.

On the subject of press releases, imag-

ine what a press officer will make of your

plans to limit the age of taxis. At the

moment you cannot lose. Making those

nasty cab drivers reduce their vehicles'

emissions will make you a hero, champi-

oning the cause of the environment.

However, when a press officer works out

how much scrapping 10% of our fleet will

put on our tariff and supplies copy to the

newspapers then maybe you will not look

quite so good. You know what I mean?

"Bozzer cleans up London's taxi fleet"

looks great. "Bozzer increases taxi fares

by 5% in spite of taxi driver protests"

doesn't look nearly half so good.

Anyway Boz, I would love to chat some

more but unlike you, I have to earn a 

living.

-Micky Walker 

L.C.D.C Member

A word in your shell-like Bozzer
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On Wednesday 30th June the

LCDC was invited by the PCO to

attend a meeting with them at

their new building Palestra, in

Blackfriars Road.
Among the other attendees were

SGS, LTDA, and Unite. On the agen-

da, the main topics of discussion were

licensing inspections that came under

SGS performance and overall pass /

fail rates, and the reasons for at each

of the three SGS centres

Without rambling on, and getting to

technical since the inception of the

%50 re-test-charge, first time pass

rates across the board are actually up

by a small percentage.

On the downside, the top five failures

comes in as follows

1. Bodywork  2.Brakes  3. Chassis

under body. 4.Lamps and reflectors  5.

Headlamps

What is noticeable is that items such

as suspension and steering do not

make the list. Another interesting

stastistic that was revealed was the

first time pass rates for the first time

registered TX4`s and Mercedes Vito.

Vito`s were 91% and 88% for TX4`s.

Apart from inspections and pass / fail

rates, the Club raised the issue of the

two MOTs a year idea that has been

mooted by the PCO, as there was no

more information forthcoming, all I can

say is watch this space.!

With many drivers experiencing a

problem renewing their licence appli-

cations at post offices, the Club also

raised this issue, and recounted some

of the horror stories some drivers

have had going into post offices where

counter staff have not been familiar

with the new processing procedures.

We have asked the PCO to set up a

small office where drivers could take

their renewals and have them

processed by PCO staff.

The ides is being passed onto the

appropriate department and we await

their reply.

Lastly, when booking your cab

inspection appointment and paying for

it, the driver will receive a text mes-

sage afterwards confirming his / her

booking, just one of the PCO`s new

developments.

It must be mentioned that the series

of meetings between the PCO, SGS,

and other trade organisations has

finally given each party the opportunity

to air their concerns with the hope of

getting important issues that affect us

all resolved.

Be Lucky

-Gavin Walker

Club member

Facts, rumours and figures 
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www.longlanecabcentre.co.uk

Grill
at The Sovereign
7A Stanhope Parade, NW1

SKY T.V. ALL THE FOOTBALL

ALL HOME COOKING

SUNDAY ROASTS �CURRYS�PASTAS 

BOILD BACON�STUFFED HEARTS�STEAKS
CHICKEN ESCALLOPE

CAB DRIVERS ALWAYS WELCOME  � AMPLE PARKING

OPEN SEVEN DAYS

Mon - Fri: 9.30 - 11pm / Sat: 1 - 11pm / Sun: 1 - 7pm

OPEN AIR DINING NOW AVAILABLE 
IN OUR BEAUTIFUL GARDEN AREA
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AROUND THE GROUNDS
With Billy Nickson

WORLD CUP 2010 SPECIAL
The 2010 world cup in South Africa will

always be remembered for how, the

Spanish masters taught the footballing

world a lesson. 

Andreas Iniesta bagged the winning goal

in the 1-0 final win against Holland in extra

time, similar to the way he crushed

Chelsea's Champions League dreams a

couple of seasons back. Vicente Del

Bosque's side triumphed in style playing

with the continued passion to play free-

flowing, sometimes mesmerising football.

With, as I predicted beforehand as them as

my safe-bet to win the competition, their

strength in deep in all areas was the vital

difference between them and the others in

the tournament. In terms of England's per-

formance, there isn't much too review

other than, it being an utter disappoint-

ment. After scraping through the group

stage with one win from all three fixtures,

the nation's confidence and beliefs relied

on a patriotic and historic tie with Germany,

only for our dreams to be shattered in a

somewhat disaster 4-1 defeat. My intended

prediction for the tournament was

Argentina, who began with a number of

stylish displays, playing with attacking flare

and also seemed to form an assured

defence and looked strong contenders,

until they were matched up with executers

Germany, and were beaten 4-0. I would

also like to mention and credit the under-

dogs of North Korea who showed passion,

grit and determination against the then

world's number 1 ranked team, Brazil

eventually losing 2-1. To sum this up, their

star striker Jong Tae Se was seen crying

during the national anthem leading up to

the game proving exactly what it meant for

these North Korean players, wouldn't you

love to see every England player show the

same emotions? A credit to the world cup

itself! Unfortunately back on the pitch North

Korea lost their following game 7-0 to

Portugal. 

From the tournament, I have composed

my selection of my '5star' up and coming

players, for whom after their displays in the

world cup I expect to progress into house-

hold names domestically possibly in the

premier league?  

MESUT OZIL 
(21 yrs old, Germany 

& Werder Bremen)

The German with Turkish roots, was

influential to Germany's performances,

playing in the free role where he was

seen as the driving force from defence

into attack.. A gifted left-foot, and

notched up 1 goal and 3 assists. 

ALEXIS SANCHEZ 
(21 yrs old, Chile & Udinese)

Was key to Chile's success where they

reached the least 16. A 'ronaldo like'

winger who has a range of techinqual

ability in his locker and has since been

linked with a move to Manchester United

DI MARIA 
(22 yrs old, Argentina & Real Madrid)

After a positive season beforehand with

Benfica he had a heavy price tag on his

shoulders going into the campaign.

During the tournament he has reportedly

become Jose Mourinho's 1st signing at

Real Madrid. Again a left sided player

who has tremendous skill and 

determination to attack down the 

left flank. 

VAN DER WEIL 
(22 yrs old, Holland & Ajax)

An adventurous right-back with a lot 

of pace. The Ajax based player made 

the right back position his own and was

a regular for the Dutch, including in

the final. 

KEISUKE HONDA 
(24 yrs old, Japan & CSKA Moscow)

Mainly used as a lone striker in the

Japan attack, and with great effect. Also

a talented free-kick taker from which he

scored possibly the best goal of the tour-

nament against Denmark 

Moving on to the new domestic season, 

I will aim to predict the difficult 

assumption of what the English leagues

will look like at the end of the season,

ultimately focusing on the London clubs.

Due to their not being an issue in the

month, by the time the next issue is 

produced the season will be in full gear! 

PREMIER LEAGUE
1. ARSENAL                                                                                                    

2. CHELSEA

3. Man Utd                                                                                    

4. Man City

5. Liverpool                                                                                                      

6. TOTTENHAM                                                                                              

7. Everton

8. Newcastle

9. Aston Villa 

10. Bolton

11. Sunderland

12. WEST HAM                                                                                                

13. Birmingham14. FULHAM

15. Blackburn 

16. Wigan

17. Wolves

18. Stoke

19. West Brom

20. Blackpool

CHAMPIONSHIP

1. Middlesbrough

2. QPR

3. Portsmouth

4. Burnley

5. Bristol City

6. Sheffield Utd

7. Leeds 

8. Reading

9. Nottingham Forest

10. Ipswich

11. Preston

12. Leicester 

13. MILLWALL

14. Cardiff

15. Hull

16. CRYSTAL PALACE

17. Coventry

18. Doncaster

19. Norwich

20. Derby

21. Swansea

22. Watford 

23. Barnsley

24. Scunthorpe

LEAGUE 1

1. Peterborough

2. Southampton

3. Sheffield Wed

4. Huddersfield

5. Brighton

6. CHARLTON

7. Swindon

8. Bristol Rovers

9. Plymouth

10. Colchester

11. LEYTON ORIENT

12. MK Dons 

13. Notts County

14. Tranmere

15. Walsall 

16. Carlisle 

17. BRENTFORD

18. Yeovil 

19. Rochdale

20. Oldham

21. Hartlepool

22. DAG & RED

23. Exeter

24. Bournemouth

LEAGUE 2

1.Bradford

2. Wycombe 

3. Rotherham

4. Aldershot

5. Shrewsbury

6. Bury

7. Gillingham

8. Lincoln

9. Chesterfield 

10. Stockport

11. Port Vale

12. Burton Albion

13. Morcambe

14. Crewe

15. Torquay

16. Hereford

17. Northampton

18. BARNET

19. Cheltenham

20. Southend

21. Oxford

22. Accrington

23. Maccesfield

24. Stevenage

THE NEW SEASON
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café DAVE’S
CAB

RENTALS

07817458565

ALL TX4’s

full back up, reliable

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD,

SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

Standing Order Form

The Manager: ....................................................................................

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of 15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notic.

Please pay the sum of 42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (for office use only)

To the account of LONDON CAB DRIVERS LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Sort Code:  .....................................................................................

Your Signature: ................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is 170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for 56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for 56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£6.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR ALL 
WORLD CUP FOOTBALL

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS
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Leroy Reid & Cois a firm of Chartered Certified Accoun
and Registered Auditors established on 1st April 1982-
ing Taxation, Audit and Bookkeeping and Accountancy
Services to the Licensed London Taxi Drivers, small a-
um size businesses and charities. We are committed to
your interests first, hence our Mission Statement:

"We work to a standard and not a price"
COST OF SERVICE
Our charges for the following services are £255.0
VAT.

FEATURES OF THE SERVICE
� Free consultation.
� Preparation of Accounts.
� Completion of Self Assessment Tax Return.
� Submission of completed Tax Return.
� Letters to Building Societies and Banks.
� Confirmation letter regarding Loss of Earnings.

We also have trained staff and associates specialisin
aspects of the tax system who will be able to efficie
effectively deal with all tax issues and Inland Reven-
gations related to the Licensed London Taxi Driver.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require any fu-
mation.

299 Northborough Road, Norbury, London SW16 4TR

LEROY REID & CO 
Chartered Certified
Accountants 

OFFICE HOURS

Club Office hours are between 10:00am and 5:30pm

each day Monday through Friday.

You can call in to discuss Sickness and Accident Insurance and 

Membership Enquiries, or any complaints and/or summonses incurred 

whilst driving your taxi at work.

You may also telephone for an appointment to speak with an 

Officer of the Club on any of the above matters in the strictest of confidence.

Call 0207 394 5553
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� FREE QUOTES

� 24 HR CALL OUT

� FULL HEATING SYSTEMS

� BOILER BREAKDOWNS

27 Kingsley Lane

Benfleet

Essex

Gary Mobile: 07886441794

Rob Mobile: 07515564802

10% DISCOUNT FOR LCDC MEMBERS

C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

FENARY LTD
Plumbing, Heating & Gas Specialists

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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